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Europe - Delivery vs Need

• €25,800,000,000 = Annual Shortfall of 
investment



Cost & Affordability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Economic and financial – the lack of access to available and affordable finance to carry out new construction or retrofit existing stock to meeting nearly-zero standards is a major barrier. Technical – there is still a major lack of skills and expertise throughout the construction sector, as well as uncertainty as to how new technologies perform. Credibility – a lack of mainstream examples of good practice and robust data from nearly-zero homes has fostered an atmosphere of confusion and misinformation. Social and organisational – there needs to be recognition that saving energy is not simply a technical issue, but it also depends on the lifestyle of residents and correct stock management. Legislative – the lack of definition of nearly-zero energy buildings, a lack of policy coherence and legal structures to address energy retrofit where there is divided ownership are all key issues to be addressed. 



What this means at a national level

Institute for Sustainability: 
Technology Strategy Board 
(2011). Introduction to the 
low carbon domestic 
retrofit guides. Edition 1. 
September 2011

• Social housing sector accounts for some 18% of total housing stock
• 80% of 2050’s housing stock already built
• 1.4 million social homes classified as hard-to-treat, requiring more complex 

and expensive measure to improve their energy efficiency
• 600,000 English social households are in fuel poverty
 Cost of retrofitting social housing stock estimated at around £80-100bn 

(equals £2.3bn pa to 2050)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ContextShould have refurbished x units (1 per minute) since the meeting started



Powerhouse: 
Nearly Zero Energy Challenge



The Problem

A survey of the social housing providers in ten member states identified five    
key types of barriers in delivering new build and retrofit to nearly Zero Energy 
Building standards.

1) Economic and Financial – the lack of access to available and affordable 
finance to carry out new construction or retrofit existing stock to meeting 
nearly-zero standards is a major barrier.

2) Technical – there is still a major lack of skills and expertise throughout the 
construction sector as well as uncertainty as to how new technologies perform.

3) Credibility – lack of mainstream examples of good practice and robust data 
from nearly-zero homes has fostered an atmosphere of confusion and 
misinformation

4) Social and Organisational – there needs to be recognition that saving energy 
is not simply a technical issue, but also depends on the lifestyle of residents and 
correct stock management

5) Legislative – the lack of definition of nearly-zero energy buildings, a lack of 
policy coherence and legal structures to address energy retrofit where there is a 
divided ownership are all key issues to be addressed.



Traditional Funding
The European 
Investment Bank 
(EIB)

European Local Energy 
Assistance Facility (ELENA)

The European 
Bank for 
Reconstruction 
and Development 
(EBRD)

European 
Energy 
Efficiency Fund 
(EEE-F)

National 
Government Grants



Powerhouse: 
Nearly Zero Energy Challenge

National Innovative Financial Models
• Enhanced Loans

– Pro: Low interest government backed capital
– Con: Subject to changes in government

• Pay as you save (PAYS)
– Pro: Self financing
– Con: Saving often fails to cover real cost

• Guarantee Programmes
– Pro: spreads credit risk of investment
– Con: Lack of good quality data

• Energy service companies (ESCO’s)
– Pro: Guarantees a fixed return
– Con: Lack of good quality data



Think Strategically

National Housing Federation 
Briefing
Why does this matter?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Briefing: Business Planning for energy efficiency and renewables:Creating a robust, long-term energy efficiency improvement strategy should be part of the business plan to ensure housing remains affordable by reducing fuel poverty. Integrating this strategy into asset management programmes helps ensure that programmes are cost-effective and also helps to minimise disruption for residentsThere are additional benefits from making homes more affordable to heat, such as reducing arrears and voids and improving residents’ physical and mental health. Since energy efficiency improvements are generally labour-intensive, such schemes typically provide good training and local employment opportunitiesI would go further and say you should consider a climate change adaptation strategy (several HAs have) to sit above both your regen and new build strategies



Renewable Energy
• UK's largest Social Housing renewable contract worth £600m
• 75,000 homes (one million photovoltaic panels)
• Taking tenants out of fuel poverty
• Significantly reducing the carbon footprint of stock
• Creating sustainable and prosperous communities
• Generating new revenue to help fund future asset investment
• Incorporates wide energy efficiency measure to benefit all



Count Us In

"I sometimes have the impression that 
low energy housing engineers feel that 
people should stay outside, so that they 
do not interfere with the perfect energy-
efficient house they have created," 
Ralf Protz, Kompetenzzentrum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case studiesBest practiceBehaviour change orientated



Count us in Lessons learnt

The pilots



Count us in Lessons learnt

Energy use

• There was large variation in consumption levels across households. 
• Many participants were already low energy users, limiting 

the scope for further savings. Others were limited by health conditions.
• Because of the higher cost of electricity compared to gas, relatively small 

changes in appliance use will have a bigger impact on bills, helping to 
offset the cost of heating.



Count us in Lessons learnt

Changes in behaviour



Count us in Lessons learnt

Success factors
• Engagement should not take a one-size-fits-all approach as different 

participants favoured different techniques.
• How a technique was delivered was key to it effectiveness.
• Key success factors included:

One-to-one 
engagement with 
households was 
most effective.

Engaging with 
all members 

of a household.

Coordinating 
engagement by 

neighbourhood or 
scheme.

Locally-based staff 
such as wardens 

helped to overcome 
apathy or scepticism.



Energiesprong



Parameters for Success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 – Beyond 10 years you need an insurer for the guarantee (to cover potential collapse of guarantor, in Netherlands it was ING)1 – UK green deal has no energy performance contract so risk is all with the investor2 – Some initial trials took place on vacant properties3 – Turns a €13 billion utilities bill into an investment. So average dual fuel for a 2 bed house of £765.00 per anum could be fixed for 10 years giving you the delivery mechanism4 – In Holland, an agreement with the regulator was reached to reclassify homes as new build allowing revaluation (cost over rent) and increased borrowing capacity



The Approach

Industrialisation of construction
Off-site manufacturing solutions

From custom, project-based 
craftsmanship

Industrial product,  quality / sales and 
delivery processes  with a fully 
integrated supply chain

To

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advances in laser measuring technology & offsite construction meant hat you can now deliver a bespoke product with this model



What does it look like?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4-5 storiesJust the facadesCan deliver various types of brick (10, even 50 are possible)



The Financial Model

Refurbishment 
investment

After refurbishment

RENT

ENERGY
plan

Housing 
association

Before refurbishment 

RENT

ENERGY
bill

Gas/electr. 
utility

Housing 
association

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UK Model would obviously be very different to the Dutch modelSome Dutch HAs happy to become energy providers, others have partnered with energy companiesIMP – the Housing Finance Corporation have signed up to tis, the HCA existing stock team support it and DECC also endorse



Ambition Delivered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 year periodShowed year on year improvement From most expensive with least gain to cheaper more effectiveSteps get smaller as first gains are easier and then gets more difficult further onFirst properties are high risk and cost but can move through quickly when you approach this at scaleThere is also a clear innovation curve from the Netherlands to benchmark against£35k not generally pricey, but ask room to add up incremental costs of old fashioned incremental improvements over 20-30 years (windows, doors, roofs etc)



Can we try it?
Transition Zero: a European Horizon 2020 bid

•17 social housing associations in 
UK, FR and NL

•Aedes (NL)
•USH (FR)
•NHF (UK)
•NF ALMO (UK)
•GLA – RE:NEW (UK)
•CECODHAS – Housing Europe

•Caisse de Depots (FR)
•THFC (UK)
•WSW (NL)

•Construction companies
•Material suppliers
•Retailers

• French Ministry Housing, 
ADAME, CSTB, Plan Batiment
Durable (FR)

•Department of Energy and 
Climate Change (UK)

•Ministry of Interior (NL)
Fitting 

regulation Better offers

Articulated 
demand

Available 
financing and 
appropriate 

valuation

Accord Group
Affinity Sutton

Gentoo
Moat
Orbit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition zero = new name for horizon zeroWe’re signed up to this, Orbit are a partnerthe HCA support it but are not a formal partnerOrange quadrant = not formal partners but those which would be involved, we haven’t included utilities companies as they may not be best pleased by this approachNHF have put in a proposal for a retrofit loan fund with EIB, couldn’t do anything national so had to go through the LEPRetrofit loan fund backed by 4.5 LEPS; Tees, SEMLEP, Humber, Leicester & Leicestershire & half an opt in from Manchester. Other LEPs interested including greater Manchester who set up a loan carbon infrastructure fund but doesn’t cover residentialEnergiesprong is independent of EIB, if it goes ahead (after assessing Netherlands pilot) phase 2 would be looking at capital grant finance for pilot schemes in the UK. This could be applied for via Euro structural fund via LEPs but 50% would need to be matched through HAs (rule for structural fund)Euro horizon is 100% funded but not capital only revenueNeed some risk funding (grant not loand)



Many thanks

Steve.cole@housing.org.uk
@stevekcole

mailto:Steve.cole@housing.org.uk


The Problem 2

• EIB should complement local schemes
• Ever increasing norms and standards result in higher prices (passiv Haus

Premium) but what we want to achieve is affordability
• Need market to come up with an answer to our needs
• Some rennovation in Germany (fair energy transition) has priced people out of 

their houses
• 1 in 10 social housing residents in the UK in fuel poverty
• Key to the fair energy transition is affordability – it must not price people out of 

their homes
• 2% of the Belgian energy market is energy co-ops
• Local variation eg Spain taxes local renewable energy
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